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This Week ...
Firestone,
dumb

stop

Bob's at the Marina offers good
Ail-American food, p
11

Imagine huge succulent
hamburger meat on a huge
fresh bun topped with the best
quality mayo and fresh lettuce
and tomatoes. Add a bottom
less soda and a great helping of
fries and you've got a meal that
only Bob's at the Marina could
serve.

Volleyball wins big in confer
ence play.
p.16

Much like the friend with the
killer job who becomes the one
from which all others borrow
money, the Tigers were gracious
enough to loan out the Big West
lead to Utah State for the first
few weeks of conference play.

LEATHER
Friday
Partly cloudy with a high of
74 and a low of 47

Saturday
Partly cloudy with a high of
77 and a low of 47
Sunday
Partly cloudy with a high of
75 and low of 48

/N
W\

Showers
Hi: 70 Low: 49

Neve brings a different atmosphere to UOP
Up and coming band entertains audience

playing
p.6

I know we have all heard of
the Firestone recall. After all,
six and a half million tires af
fects a lot of people. But Fire
stone does not seem to think
so. Where are the apologies?
Where is the fast action that
is necessary to prevent further
deaths? Instead, we see Fire
stone denying that they had
evidence of the problem long
ago and even avoiding admit
ting that they are a part of the
problem.

Today

JOSH PARRISH
Staff Writer

Tight leather pants, rock-star
haircuts, an oversized PA sys
tem and a crowd of groupies. If
you are accustomed to the UOP
atmosphere, you know that this
is not something you would typ
ically see. Well, if you were any
where near the McCaffrey Cen
ter last Wednesday night, you
would have heard the noisy
thunderous presence of a band
called Neve.
Neve, hailing from Southern
California, is one of the music in
dustry's newest pop-rock sensa
tions quickly being propelled to
the top through radio play, word
of mouth, publicity photos and
non-stop touring.
Their major label, self-titled
debut album on Columbia / Por
trait Records released only
months ago joined the momen
tum and buzz that started with
the inclusion of their first single
"ITs Over Now" on "The Facul
ty" soundtrack.
This is a band that has been
accustomed to opening for the
likes of Stroke 9,3 Doors Down
and Hanson; they have even
been blessed with fhe occasional
opening spot for legendary rock

acts such as Duran Duran and
KISS. This band literally rocked
the house for over an hour and a
half pumping out the tunes, fea
turing their current single "It's
Over Now" and such classic
covers as a punked-out version
of Modern English's "Melt for
You," Aerosmith's "Sweet Emo
tion" and Pink Floyd's "Anoth
er Brick in the Wall."
They were the first band to
grace the McCaffrey Center with
their presence who were actual
ly able to draw a major percent
age of the crowd out of their
See Neve, page 4

Above: Eric Spencer, drummer of the opening
band for Neve, Luckbucket, plays his heart
out for UOP students on the McCaffrey Cen
ter stage.
Left: Matt King gets into his music while
playing guitar for Luckbucket last Wednes
day, Oct. 4.

University College seeks restructuring recently

CHRIS HOFFMAN
Staff Writer

You have three kids and a job
that seems to be losing the
glamorous appeal it once held
ten years ago. Opportunity is
slowly resembling that of a
one-way street. Where do you
turn? The University College
is hoping they can be your an
swer as they strive to meet the
needs of re-entry students.
In a meeting held Thursday
Oct. 5, representatives of the
University College met to dis
cuss a possible transition from
a constituent school to some
thing more resembling that of a
club. This move seems to be in
spired with the hopes of more
accurately meeting the needs of
its students. Issues such as

childcare, financial assistance, marks, "this fall was the first
and night classes are just a few time students were not admit
of the many areas administra ted through the University Col
tors addressed and hoped to lege."
Camaraderie and a full sup
build upon.
According to Barbara Shaw, port system are the sought after
qualities of
Assistant
"[The University College] the commit
Provost
tee behind
for Contin
is still a constituent
this change.
uing Edu
cation, as it school and hasn't been "My biggest
is
need
stands the
disbanded yet."
University
-Barbara Shaw c,h'ldcar^
. . .
_
.
t h a tsw h e r e
College "is
Assistant Provost for my heart_
still a con
stituent
Continuing Education beat is, but
^
™ t h e r ei sal o t
school and
hasn't been disbanded yet. of leg work involved," said
[However], we feel that we Karen Booze, UCSA treasurer.
would be better serviced as a To try to meet this need, UCSA
club." This comes with the real members have been selling
ity that a transition has already Sees candy bars to fund a childtaken place. As she also re- care grant awarded once a se

mester.
It is hoped that if the Univer
sity College shifts into a club at
mosphere, a tighter network
ing system between adult
students can be achieved. Shaw
claims that sick children, un
timely work constraints, and
unforeseen family problems
may arise that would normal
ly keep an adult student from
making a test or attending
class. A tighter support net
work would create the option
of adult students helping each
other as the need arises. Fellow
adult students would be the
most likely to develop a deeper
understanding of the pressures
adult students face.
Aside from a stronger sup
port network, the new transiSee University, page 2
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Faculty Forum

Assistant provost enjoys promoting diversity at UOP
MICHELLE-ELIZABETH VALLE &
KRISTEN HUTMACHER

Guest Writers

Dr. Heather Mayne enjoys
every aspect of her occupation
as assistant provost. She espe
cially takes pleasure working

University

Continued from page 1
tion proposes to unite all cur
rent adult students not direct
ly enrolled through the Univer
sity College. An adult student
is defined as any student who
has had a break in their educa
tional pursuits and is returning
to seek out further education.
Shaw and others have directed
their efforts in creating a sys
tem that caters to all adult stu
dents at Pacific. Shaw claims
the administration of UOP is
strongly behind her efforts as
President DeRosa himself has
declared "he sees the benefits
of working with adult stu

with the faculty department.
"Faculty are the heart and soul
of the university. Without good
professors," she said, "there
won't be good retention of stu
dents." She also enjoys her work
in enhancing faculty and stu
dent diversity on campus.

Many students at UOP don't
really understand what the as
sistant provost does every day.
The short of it is that Mayne as
sists Provost Philip Gilbertson,
who is second-in-command to
President Donald DeRosa. The
longer description of what she

dents."
Shaw stresses that it is to be
widely understood that the re
maining students within the
University College will still en
joy the benefits of graduation
ceremonies and full university
support, while offered the op
portunity to take advantage of
the new changes occurring.
While it remains unclear as to
the specific direction the school
is now moving towards, its
purpose and motivation are ev
ident. Their goal is to be able to
serve all adult students, not just
those within the University
College. A club, rather than a
constituent school, appears the
most sought after solution.

university (.allege students attend an informational meeting on the future of the program.

Public Safety Report September 12-30
Theft
Where
Faye Spanos Concert Hall
President's Dr. @ Grace Coveli
Ritter House
Farley House
Mormon Church (off campus)
Mormon Church (off campus)
Common Room
Jesse Ballantyne
Grace Coveli Hall
Larry Heller Drive
Southwest Hall
Bannister Hall
John Ballantyne

Burglary
Where
Lot #9 (Pharmacy)

Vandalism
Where
Lot #15 (Classroom Bldg.)
Physical Plant
Wemyss House
Stagg Way/Stadium Dr.

Miscellaneous

When
Sept. 12
Sept. 14-15
Sept. 17
Sept. 18
Sept. 19
Sept. 22
Sept. 22
Sept. 22
Sept. 24
Sept. 24
Sept. 27
Sept. 27
Sept. 30

Los§
Bicycle
Car cover
VCR from Lounge
Bicycle
Vehicle (report taken by SPD)
Auto stereo (report taken by SPD)
Police jacket
Bicycle
Fire Extinguisher
Stop sign
Mail/packages
Bicycle
Bicycle

When
Sept. 28

Loss
Car Stereo

When
Sept. 20
Sept. 25
Sept. 27
Sept. 30

What
Broken vehicle window
Broken vehicle window
Smoke detector damaged
Broken vehicle window

When

Whai

Where
Knoles Hall
Chapel Lane
Brookside Field
Near President's Residence
Raymond Great Hail
Elbert Coveli Dining Hall
Brookside House
Bannister Hall
Wemyss House
Lot #12 (Health Center)
Grace Coveli Hall

Sept. 15
Sept. 17
Sept. 17
Sept. 22
Sept. 22
Sept. 24
Sept. 28
Sept. 29
Sept. 29
Sept. 29
Sept. 30

Public Safety Office

Sept. 30

Wood Bridge

Sept. 30

Arson - chair burned
Battery - mutual fight
Trespass
Found bicycle
Subject in possession of marijuana
Small fire
Small couch fire
Intoxicated student taken to hospital
Alarm tampering (pull station)
Car fire
Subject arrested for being under
the influ ence of drugs/narcotics
Switchblade knife found during
search
Subject arrested on outstanding
$10,000 warrant

does is a much more impressive
one.
This semester, Mayne repre
sents the Office of the Provost
in the Academic Program Re
view process. The university is
in the fourth year of the process
of reviewing all of its programs

and she is instrumental irn iry
plementing the process- TJii;
process is a six-year program j
which all academic courses^
peer-reviewed and assessed
"Every year, about five to si>
programs are reviewed.,' she

See Faculty, paSu,

McCeorae School of Law

Copyright class
takes a field trip
was granted, permission to
record and videotape the aigument along with seven'
Professor Jed Scully and television networks and. sta
five members of his copyright tions and two members of the
class traveled to San Francisco print media.
on Oct. 2 to the U.S. 9th Cir
The Media Resources De
cuit Court of Appeals. The partment downloaded a satel
McGeorge
contingent lite feed directly to tape at Nlc
watched as attorneys for the George. Ballard was stationed
popular Internet song-swap in the CNN truck outside the
service Napster argued with courtroom so that McGeorge
Recording Industry Associa could plug into the in-couf
tion of America lawyers over camera feed in order to secure
whether Napster should be their own tapes.
shut down.
"I intend to slice and dice
A three-judged panel lis the tape and use it for clase
tened, but rendered no deci discussion purposes," Scull'
sion. A trial date for the larg said.
er copyright issues has not
"Among my reasons for so
been set.
liciting specific permission to
Dan Ballard, Jim Blevins, get our own film was a desif
Bill Janicki, Victoria Lin and to avoid proprietary copy
Rachel Slutski accompanied right claims from media fy
Professor Scully to the court whatever use we choose f
building.
make of this material.
"It was one of those won
"We left at about six in the
derful teaching moments in morning and got back in the
which a sharply defined legal late afternoon," Scully said.
issue matches up with subject
Scully said, "We sav
matter of high community in demonstrations of excellent
terest at a time when the prin workmanlike and inadequate
cipal case under discussion is oral advocacy. There's a tape
next up in the class syllabus," available in the library f0r
said Scully.
anyone interested in the is
McGeorge applied for, and sues presented."
KENNY GARCIA

Guest Writer
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Anchor Splash makes waves
ANGELA SCHENONE
Staff Writer

The 21st annual Delta Gam
ma Anchor Splash made some
waves on Sunday, Oct. 8. The
sun was shining, the pool was
warm and the competition was
fierce.
Those contending in this
year's competition were frater
nities Phi Delta Theta, Pi Kap
pa Alpha, Alpha Kappa Lamb
da, Omega Phi Alpha, and
Alpha Kappa Phi - Archania.
The sororities that were repre
sented were Alpha Phi, Kappa
Alpha Theta and Delta Delta
Delta. Both the women and
men's basketball teams com
peted as well. Then, to add
more heat to the competition
were the teams from Grace
Covell, Southwest and Quad
dormitories.
The first events were the re
lay races that went from con
ventional to creative. Each
team participated in these
events. In one race, each swim
mer had to swim one lap with a
sweatshirt on and then pro
ceeded to pass it on to the next
swimmer. There was the beach
ball event where each swim

mer had to move the ball across
the pool without using their
hands.
The second event was syn
chronized swimming. The fra
ternities were the only organi
zations who participated in
this event. Each fraternity pro
vided a spectacle of talent, hu
mor and agility. The music var
ied from *N Sync to country to
the Nintendo Super Mario
Brothers theme song. Pi Kap
pa Alpha proved to be victori
ous with their dancing and
swimming talent.
Next came Mr. Anchor
Splash, a male beauty contest.
One man from each fraternity
represented was supposed to
provide the ladies in the audi
ence with a song and show of
his abilities. The competition
was tough, however, Archania's Mike Grannis took first
place with his smooth dance
moves and talent.
After the winner was an
nounced, it was time for the
revelation of the new Anchor
man, chosen by the current
members of Delta Gamma.
This years Anchorman is Kelly
Foote who graciously accepted.
It was then time to announce

the overall winners of Anchor
Splash. For the men's category,
Pike took first place while
Archania came in second and
Alpha Kappa Lambda took
third place. With the news, the
Pike members jumped into the
pool, celebrating their victory
of the day.
In the next category, the
sororities were competing with
women's basketball, and the
dormitories. The women's and
dormitory results were not re
vealed at Anchor Splash. So,
without further ado, the win
ner of this category was Alpha
Phi. The Quad dormitories
took second place while every
one else tied for third. This is
Alpha Phi's fourth consecutive
first place finish at Anchor
Splash and according to Lau
ren Halliburton, Director of
Anchor Splash; "Alpha Phi
won by a landslide."
Throughout the day, there
were raffles where people who
bought raffle tickets through
out the week could have won
free pizza's, certificates to es
tablishments such as Tiger's
Yogurt, Abercrombie and Fitch,
Applebee's, Golf Land, 24 Hr.
Fitness and many other places.

With the money raised from
the raffle tickets, donations, the
money collected from each or
ganization that participated,
and the money collected in the
McCaffrey Center for the most
beautiful eyes contest went to
Delta Gamma's philanthropy,
Aid to the Blind and Sight Con
servation and the Stockton
Community Blind Center. An
estimated $3,000 dollars was

raised for these noble and wor
thy causes.
Overall, the day was full of
sun, spectators being thrown
into the pool, competition,
laughs, amazement and disap
pointment. It was a day that
was enjoyable and it helped
Delta Gamma raise money for
their charities.

Public Safety outlines guidelines for campus parking
BOB CALAWAY
Chief of Police

You can avoid a parking ci
tation on campus in the fol
lowing ways:
1. A valid parking sticker is
required to. lawfully park at
the Pacific campus. The per
mit is valid from August 1 to
July 31.
We enforce parking permit
violations between 8 a.m. and
5 p.m. We do not enforce
parking permit violations on
weekdays after 5 p.m., on
weekends or holidays.
The permit is placed on the
outside of the rear window in
the lower right corner or on
the right side of the rear
bumper.
Placing the permit in the
correct location is as impor
tant as the permit itself.
2. We enforce all other park
ing violations year-round in
the following areas: overnight
parking zones from midnight
until 6 a.m.; green zones; Pres
ident's Office white parking
spaces; white visitor parking
spaces by Burn's Tower; ser
vice vehicle spaces;' handi
capped parking spaces and

red zones.
3. Overnight parking is not
allowed on Chapel Lane,
Stagg Way, President's Drive
and Pacific Circle in signed
areas between midnight and 6
a.m.
4. We also enforce viola
tions year-round for parking
in green zones, 15-minute and
30 minute parking areas.
5. Parking is NOT permit
ted in the President's Office
white parking spaces on Atchley Way without a special per
mit.
6. Parking is NOT permit
ted in the white curbed visitor
spaces on Pacific Circle in
front of Burns Tower. These
spaces are reserved for visi
tors. A temporary permit is is
sued in Burns Tower Lobby.
7. Parking is NOT permit
ted in yellow service-vehicle
spaces.
8. Parking is NOT permit
ted in a handicapped space
unless you have a valid hand
icap placard or license plate.
The cost of this violation is
$250.
9. Parking is NOT permit
ted in any red zone.
10. The $1 temporary park

ing permit available in on-site
machines is good for one day.
These are located in Pacific
Circle near Faye Spanos Con
cert Hall and at the entrance
to the Long Theatre parking
lot. The permit is good only
on the day issued.
What happens rf I don't
pay a parking ticket?
11. Section 4760 of the Cali
fornia Vehicle Code states that
you cannot register your car if
you have parking tickets that
are outstanding. There is also
an administrative penalty fee.
12. Section 12808.1 of the
California Vehicle Code states
that the Department of Motor
Vehicles will refuse to issue or
renew a driver's license if the
applicant did not pay his or
her parking tickets. There is
also an administrative penal
ty fee.
13. If you have more than
five parking tickets that are
not paid, Section 22651 (i) (1)
of the California Vehicle Code
says your vehicle will be
towed and stored.
All outstanding tickets
must be paid before the vehi
cle is released.

The cost for the tickets does
not include the tow bill nor
the storage fee.
What happens if my vehi
cle needs repair? or the car I
am using does not have a Pa
cific parking permit?
14. Go to Public Safety on
the first floor of Cowell
Health Center. We will give
you a one-day or multipleday temporary parking per
mit.
What if someone steals my
parking permit?
15. Report the incident to
Public Safety right away. We
will issue a new permit appli
cation. The application form
is taken to the Finance Center

for a replacement permit at a
cost of $1.
Where does the fine mon
ey for parking tickets go?
16. The University uses this
money to help restore campus
surface streets, repaint street
markings, repaint markings
in parking lots and replace
worn or damaged traffic
signs.
A final thought. Obey park
ing regulations like most of
Pacific's students, faculty and
staff. If you don't pay your
fine, the later results can be
come very expensive. It's
your choice.
I am pleased to be of ser
vice. Please telephone me at
946-3034 or use my e-mail at
Rcalaway@unixl.cc.uop.edu.

CONSOLIDATE BILLS!
Low rates, no upfront fees.
Bad credit ok. Bankruptcy accepted.
24 hour approval call toll free

1 (888) 350 2027

WE CAN HELP!
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Stockton celebrates opening of $1.5 million bike path
KATE SALDIN

Staff Writer

The grand opening celebra
tion of the Rio Calaveras Bike
Path Bridge was last Friday,
Oct. 6. The path now covers the
width of the entire city of Stock
ton. Located between West
Lane and Ijams Road, the 320-

Faculty.

Continued from page 2
said.
Mayne represents the
Provost7s office in theexpansion
of the Internship programs at
the Career and Internship Cen
ter, in which she focuses more
on service learning - especially
in Mentor II. "Service learning
is just one option under the
ELO, Experiential Learning Op
portunity Guarantee. So I'm
working to try to provide more
opportunities for service learn
ing students," she said.
Mayne also oversees the
Honors Program, which ex
panded from a one-year pro
gram to a four-year program.
Mayne is trying to pilot certain
courses from the one-year to
four-year Honors program. The
honors classes recognize exem
plary students' abilities. These
students then receive a higher
level of instruction and more as
signments than the students in
regular courses do. "It's more
of a qualitative difference in the
discussion, the writing, the con

Neve

Continued from page 1
spectator mode and into the
front to join them in their perfor
mance.
What was it that separated
Neve from other bands who had
played that very stage previous
ly, including that night s opener,
Luckbucket?
When asked, senior, Matt
Marble, said, "They were really
professional and really knew
how to work the crowd." He
went on to say, "For a campus
that doesn't support the live mu
sic scene very much, they had a
very good turnout. And for
what they do, they did really
well."
Having acquired more than
half of the audience's presence
in the front, lead singer John
Stephens was continually dis
satisfied with the other half of
the crowd standing off in the
distance dispersed amongst the
picnic tables on the bottom level,
the Summit patio on the second
floor and the UC residents hang

with presentations from many
members of the community, in
cluding Mayor Gary Podesto
and UOP's Vice President of
Student Life Judith Chambers.
Chambers expressed her ex
citement about the opening of
the path and the opportunities
it will provide for UOP stu
dents. "The bike path will ex

tend right to campus," said
Chambers. "It is a great way to
better connect our students to
the community of Stockton."
Following the presentations
a procession of bikers from the
area, including Rio Calaveras
Elementary School students
and members of the Stockton
Bicycle Club, rode across the

bridge and officially cut the rib
bon and opened the path to the
public.
The festivities continued
with refreshments, souvenirs,
and demonstrations of the new
electronic E-Bike. Members of
the public are now welcome to
check out the new edition to
this citywide path.

tent of the course. It's a higher
!»H:
level of discourse and of en
gagement."
Mayne works to help faculty
advise their students better and
interviews all prospective facul
ty. She also crafted a diversityhiring plan for faculty. The plan
is now in its third year and was
designed by Mayne and a few
others to increase the diversity
of faculty members especially
female faculty members on the
campus. The demographics of Assistant Provost Heather Mayne
UOP's faculty have changed
from 10 percent when the plan lot of work in the process," she
began to about 12 percent in just said.
a few years.
However, that has taught her
This year Mayne, in accor a valuable lesson, "Real institu
dance with Greg Lehr of tional change does take time."
ASUOP, has planned to bring in She said that has taught her the
comedian Mark Curry during value of patience. Mayne has
Homecoming. She is also plan also realized that in the position
ning to ask Jaime Escalante to that she is in, she has some pow
come in November and "Who's er and, without abusing that
Line is it, Anyway" star, Wayne power, "can make a difference."
Brady in the spring.
Mayne attended Howard
According to Mayne, the University in Washington D.C. most challenging part of her job then transferred after two years
is overseeing the academic pro to Oakwood College in
gram review. "You have to mon Huntsville, Ala. - both histori
itor each section and there is a cally black colleges. "Howard

was a big secular and historical
ly black university. But at the
time, I was really exploring my
spiritual values. Oakwood was
a small Seventh-day Adventist
college," said Mayne.She want
ed to go to a more Christian col
lege.
Mayne majored in English,
but also minored in secondary
education, history and religion.
She doesn't regret going to both
schools, because they gave her
the best of both experiences.
She considered teaching high
school, but decided to keep go
ing with her study in English.
She received her Mastersin Eng
lish from Loma Linda Universi
ty. She then received her Ph.D.
from Stanford University - also
in English. Mayne's specialty is
African-American Literature.
"I love literature, I love writ
ing and I've always been pas
sionately moved by the English
language," she said. "I felt a real
connection with the experience
of being African American.
There's beauty and power in
that body of work."
Mayne taught various classes

in English at UOP for eight years
before becoming assistant
provost four years ago. She real
ly liked teaching at UOP and ap
preciates the opportunities."IP s
hard work," she said, "but you
just keep going." Since she be
came assistant provost, Mayne
has not been teaching any class
es.
A current and major project
that Mayne is working on is the
Irvine Diversity Grant. "This is a
very important project. The goal
here is to integrate diversity is
sues, and values and concepts
into many of UOP's priorities such as leadership develop
ment, ethics, faculty develop
ment, the experiential learning
opportunity, and general multi
cultural initiatives." She is
working on requesting $1.3 mil
lion to implement all of these
goals for diversity.

foot bridge completes a contin
uous six-mile path that runs
past UOP.
"It's a great way to commute
for anyone who would like to
get out of their car," said Gregg
Halladay, project manager for
the City's Public Works Depart
ment. The opening ceremony
began at 10 a.m. last Friday

ing over the railing on the thirdloor. But Stephens wouldn't let it
go like that without voicing an
invitation to the rest of the
crowd, "Come on up here and
join us." As a note of his happi
ness to be at UOP,Stephens also
said, "All of you are our friends
as of no^y."
"This band rocked! They
were better than Third Eye
Blind. They understand music
much better and they under
stand the crowd even better,"
said Greg Lehr, Assistant Direc
tor of Student Activities.
ASUOP has definitely had a
makeover internally as well as
externally. Gone are the days of
seeing struggling local bands
play this campus. Gone are the
days of being able to complain
about nothing to do on campus.
This was one of those events that
has continually stressed to the
UOP students their commit
ment to bring the most excellent
and highest standard of enter
tainment to the UOP campus.
Next time come out and join the
fun.

Correction: Becky
Curry and Jason Cox
actually co-authored
last week's Faculty
Forum.

Salvation Army Thrift stores have everything you need to create
the perfect costume. Our item prices start at: Ladies' Blouses $2.50,
Evening Dresses $10, Sheets $2, Men's Shirts and Dress Slacks
$2.50, Men's Sports Jackets $5, Boots $2, Hats $1,Tuxedos $10.

Thrift
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Quote of the
Week

Weekly news for the
UOP community since 1908
Contact Us
•The Pacifican is located on the third
floor of Hand Hall. Office hours are
Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

"If At Core
invented the
Internet, then I
invented spell
check/'
-Dan Quayle

Yes, you have to make a decision
For those of you who aren't
following this year's election,
the first round of the presiden
tial debates was held last week
at the University of Massachu
setts in Boston, moderated by
Jim Lehrer. Most of you seem
to feel that choosing Bush over
Gore or Gore over Bush is like
choosing Elbert Covell over
Grace Covell when you decide
where you want to eat. These
debates didn't really avail
much, according to polls, only
a 7% margin felt that Gore
"won" the debate over Bush.
And no one really changed
their mind in regards to who
they were planning on voting
for. Both of the candidates are
behaving as if they won an un
mistakable victory, and are
taking that attitude as they
continue on the campaign
trail. No surprises there.
The surprise was that not
only did they not let third-par
ty candidate Ralph Nader par
ticipate in the debate, they
wouldn't even let him in the
building. He was holding a
ticket, and they still threatened
to arrest him if he didn't leave

the premises. Is this, or is this
not, a free country?
This debate didn't have a
clear winner. Most of the ini
tial commentary following the
debates centered on the really
important points, like the fact
that A1 and
George must
have
had
their
wardrobe
consultants
in cahoots as
a big practi
cal
joke.

goals. The entire debate con
sisted of them bickering over
whose plan was going to
work, and why the other guy's
plan was going to bankrupt
our country. What happened
to the days when one presi
dential candi
date was clear
ly
more
attractive to
each voter, be
cause
they
stood for di
versified inter
ests?
Now

makeup ^ ' The infamous "lockbox"perhaps? ^^ fe'To
artist applied just a bit too
much rouge.
Even Lehrer's method of
phrasing the questions was
desperately trying to differen
tiate between the two alleged
ly diverse economic plans.
The problem is, Bush and Gore
have very similar goals, like
cutting prescription costs for
seniors, protecting social secu
rity, and encouraging better
performance in the classroom.
They just have slightly differ
ent plans for achieving those

moderate to get votes that we
can hardly tell the democrats
from the republicans.
So Bush and Gore both had
to remember to pull out the
traditional party line insults.
Bush is just the typical Texas
tycoon playboy who wants to
buy his way into office and
give tax cuts to the people just
like him that don't need it, and
Gore is going to make a big
government even bigger by
creating hundreds of new pro
grams and bureaucrats, and

we have to make sure - does
he love his wife?
Bush surprised even his
own debate coaches when he
successfully strung together
multi-syllabic words to form
coherent sentences that
weren't previously memo
rized and (presumably) not
fed to him from someone be
hind the curtain. Maybe "W"
isn't dumb! Maybe he just has
a sense of humor!
One observation that was
made that was very appropri
ate was that Gore constantly
rolled his eyes and sighed
while Bush was making his
points. That kind of disre
spect was immature and not
presidential in the least. Let
ting his disagreement show so
visibly was a huge mistake,
and even Gore himself real
ized it. He said that according
to debate rules, he didn't think
that his reactions were going
to show on camera. Poor ex
cuse. Even if the television
audience didn't see it, the live
audience still would have.
Don't they count? And his obSee Debates, page 8
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Firestone, stop playing dumb
ERIN RUPPEL

Staff Writer

I know we have all heard of
the Firestone recall. After all,
six and a half million tires af
fects a lot of people. But Fire
stone does not seem to think
so. Where are the apologies?
Where is the fast action that is
necessary to prevent further
deaths? Instead, we see Fire
stone denying that they had
evidence of the problem long
ago and even avoiding admit
ting that they are a part of the
problem. Several years ago,
somebody poisoned Tylenol
bottles in the stores. Did
Tylenol sit around, saying that
it was not their fault and that
there was nothing they could
have done about it? No. They
pulled every bottle from every
shelf in the country as quick
ly as possible, and they made
the tamper-proof seal so that
the same thing would not
happen again. Their sales ac
tually went up after the inci
dent! Tylenol set a public re
lations
precedent
for
companies: do everything you
can as quickly as you can
when there is a problem. Fire
stone does not seem to care
about this precedent. They do
not seem to care about the fact
that Ford is now turning to
Goodyear for their tires and
that not only will they incur

huge losses by losing business
and having to pay to replace
the recalled tires, they are also
facing fines from the govern
ment and lawsuits from vic
tims.
And the problem is not just
in the U.S. In both Venezuela
and Saudi Arabia, there is
documentation of problems
with tread separation on Fire
stone tires which was not re
ported, probably because Fire
stone would then have to
report it to the U.S. also. In the
U.S., Firestone has been col
lecting data about tread sepa
rations and rollovers since
1994. CEO's had been dis
cussing the problem in quar
terly meetings since at least
1997. Also, claims for the tires
being recalled went from
13percent of light-truck tire
claims in 1993 to 43 percent in
1994. This figure has been
steadily climbing ever since.
Yet Firestone claims that it had
no idea of the problem until
August 8 of this year, the day
before the recall began. And
yet a letter from the company
said that the tire problems are
a guilt which is not ours. Irre
sponsibility? I would say so!
So what can a consumer
do? If you have an SUV with
Firestone tires, get them re
placed. If they are not covered
under the recall and you can,
buy new tires. This informa

tion has been available to Fire
stone for years, but they have
done nothing to prevent the
hundreds of deaths that have
occurred as a result (103 in the
U.S., over 100 in Venezuela,
and many others in other
countries). Now, another tire
line of theirs, Steeltex, is un
der investigation. Is this really
a company that we can trust to
provide us with a safe prod
uct? Do you really want to
take a chance with any of their
tires when the result could be
the rollover of your car? Do
you really want to put that de
cision in their hands? Con
sumers can fight back by
switching brands and deny
ing Firestone that opportunity
to stay in business. Not only
did they handle the situation
badly, it is obvious that their
profit margin is more impor
tant to them than the opinion,
safety, and right to informa
tion of the people. In the
process, they have lost a con
siderable amount of their
profit margin. Now, we need
to show them that we are
mad, that we as consumers
care not only about the safety
issue of the tires but about the
unethical things going on be
hind the closed doors of busi
ness meetings. As consumers,
we hold the ultimate power.
We're mad, and we're not go
ing to take it anymore!

freedom being taken
Scorr SWTTZER
Managing Editor

women sent to jail a day after
the baby was bora"
Hood defended this by stat
All throughout grade ing that this was to protect the
school, and later in high school, babies from child abuse. So
we were taught that America now the story changes, so as to
was the land of the free, that be convenient for those in
everybody had the same rights volved in this plan.
to freedom and privacy. As it
Most of the justices, who
turns out, we were wrong.
many thought would bedivid
A couple of issues last week ed on this issue, seem to be
have prompted this latest anti- against it. However, that is in
Washington frame of mind. no way indicative of how they
The first deals with a case cur will vote on the matter.
rently in the U.S. Supreme
My second problem was
Court. It is being reviewed, and with the way Ralph Nader was
will be ruled on early nextyear, treated at the first presidential
if a practice being implement debate early last week. Nader
ed of testing pregnant teen was not allowed to participate
mothers in hospitals for drugs in the debate, which I think
and then turning over these re means the other two candi
sults to the police warrants an dates were just afraid, and fur
invasion of privacy. At the very ther, he was not even allowed
least it warrants an indecency. to attend the debate as a mem
First off, when did it become ber of the crowd. He had a tick
acceptable for a doctor to vio et, and was asked to leave the
late his Doctor / Patient confi premises.
dentiality? That is what hap
I will just mention one thing
pened, no matter how you on this, which is that this is
look at it with or without fa supposed to be a free country,
vor. This was done under the yet every day freedom slips
guise of helping the babies, further and further away. Nad
protecting the fetus, yet at the er should have never been re
same timeJustice Ruth Bader moved from the debate. An
Ginsbuig fired at the attorney old adagecomes in handy here
for Charleston, South Carolina "Keep your friends close, and
Robert Hood that "there were your enemies closer."
:

What's t/p with that? Students need to start caring
If this is supposed to be a
"dry campus,"
then why was Bill
Maher allowed to swig Jack
Daniels in Faye Spanos
Concert Hall?

CHRIS GILMAN

Guest Writer
I am deeply concerned
about the political apathy
pervading this campus.
Those of us who are between
the ages of 18 and 21 have
only recently been given the
right to vote, and we have yet
to take advantage of its pow
er.
The students of UOP are
many, but the politically mo
tivated students are few.
Younger voters historically
have the lowest turnout of all
voting groups. It is not for
lack of opportunity that we
aren't participating; the two
major parties have represen
tative bodies in the student
population. These groups are
actively working to get other
students involved and make
them aware.
For example, the Young
Democrats are bringing Bar
bara Matthews to campus.

She is running for the Califor
nia State Assembly in the 17th
district. She will be giving a
short speech and then open
ing herself up to student
questions. She wants to ad
dress student concerns and
the concerns of her con
stituents who go to school at
UOP. This is an excellent
chance for students to get
more information about the
candidates and the issues, but
more importantly they can
get involved.
The Young Democrats are
also holding a panel discus
sion with professors as the
panelists. It will be run in a
roundtable format, much like
Politically Incorrect. Each
professor will represent one
of the more prominent issues
in this election, such as
women's rights, the environ
ment, diversity and civil
rights, and the Supreme
Court. But rather than focus
ing solely on their specific ar

eas, the students will be able
to direct the discussion to
wards issues that concern
them so that they can form an
informed opinion.
Finally, the Young Democ
rats are working with the
Young Republicans in sever
al bipartisan efforts to make
students more aware of polit
ical issues facing them and
getting more students to take
an active role in their govern
ment. We are planning to
have a mock issues debate
and to have Presidential De
bate watching parties, where
we get together and watch the
debates and discuss some of
the issues that are coming up.
Even for students who
don't agree with either party
there are myriad opportuni
ties for involvement. But ul
timately what is most impor
tant is for all students to vote
in this election. Let your voice
be heard, "do not go gentle
into that good night."
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Ask better questions about Israel and Palestine
fighting. Bloodshed is not easy
for anyone to accept, but there
are certain peoples who just do
Many glossy images have not want peace to prevail, even
appeared in newspapers and at the cost of human life. Cer
Internet articles during the re tain terrorist organizations and
cent weeks about civil unrest peoples subscribing to religious
and violence occurring in Israel interpretations of biblical terri
and the Palestinian territories. tory, do not want to lose their
While these images may be land, and essentially do not
atrocious, frightening, and out want peace. Neither the Pales
rageous, they are also incom tinians, nor Israelis, are willing
plete. Pictures and short state to pursue peace while violent
ments in newspapers have civil unrest continues across
blamed Israel's military for this narrow piece of land. Many
harming children and other im generations of Israelis and
ages show brutal Palestinians Palestinians have lost brothers,
attacking Israelis, students and sisters, uncles, aunts, sons and
tourists during tire Jewish New daughters throughout this con
Year holidays. One image alone, flict. These are the people who
or even a couple, will not tell a are eager for the fighting to
reader the complete set of facts. end... in peace or stalemate.
After considering the long his
Israel has a responsibility to
tory of US involvement in the its citizens to ensure their safety
middle east peace process, and survival of the state from
Americans should be asking Palestinian and Arab aggres
better questions, making in sion. The Israeli Defense Forces
formed, quality statements, and will respond with measures
discussing the complete issue equally effective to stop the
rather than asking rhetorical spread of violence. Any vio
questions or shouting racist lence is inhumane, and it is un
comments.
fortunate that fathers, mothers,
It is easy for US Americans to children, or anyone is caught in
angrily tell Palestinians and Is its crossfire. Palestinians will
raelis that killing is wrong, that not successfully earn their own
children should not suffer, and state through any measures that
that they are horrible people for force the military to quell their
being so violent. However, we violence through quick and just
do not make all of our decisions means. Israel's status only de
based on the outcome of a peace clines in global media as it be
process or the continuation of comes an 'oppressor.' It is not
RANDI KAY STEPHENS

Guest Writer

logically in the best interest for
Israel to succumb to current
Palestinian aggression, nor is it
very democratic for Israel to
claim the West Bank and Gaza
Strip as its territories.
A US-dominated Peace
Process has been forced upon
these Palestinians and Israelis
because of a Clinton Adminis
tration's desire for a peaceful,
not scandalous legacy. As
products of the US media, we
have been told that a peace
process is the right way to end
the violent conflict between
Palestinians and Israelis, but di
alogues of recent months have
not contributed much towards
any real peace among the peo
ple. As the governments of
Palestinians and Israelis get
closer to finding solutions to
gether, the peoples of these two
nations will take their opportu
nity to challenge or accept this
pact.
I strongly support the Pales
tinian fight for self-determina
tion, but I do not believe Israel
should currently accept any un
necessary violence or territori
al demands. I support a peace
process with a timely frame
work that will include favor
able Palestinian and Israeli ex
change and opportunity for all
peoples involved, even if it
takes longer than Clinton's time
left as our president. These na
tions are working toward a

compromise; they are not just a
pawn in the soon-to-be Clinton
legacy.
The peoples of Palestine and
Israel, as observers can see in
global media images, are not
ready to be friendly neighbors.
Neither side easily gives trust,
and neither side easily accepts.
We must remember that it is ul
timately at the discretion of
Palestinian and Israeli leaders
and citizens to make peace,
since it is in the their future's
best interest. We, as US citizens,
are not the ones who live in this
region. We have the luxury of
positive foreign relations, eco
nomic cooperation with our
neighbors, and overall security.
We are not the ones sharing
buses, shopping at markets, or
driving on limited roads with
"the other" people. We can urge
our leaders to support dialogue
in the Middle East process to
wards a realistic and effective
peace we can immaturely en
gage in the process ourselves by
taking sides and deciding who
is right or wrong...Palestinians
or Israelis. It is too easy for us
to ask open-ended questions
like "When will this all end?"
Abetter set of questions US
citizens should ask themselves
is:
1. What role should my gov
ernment have in the IsraeliPalestinian peace process?
Who should I e-mail, write, or

telephone to ensure my opinion
is heard?
2. How can I contribute to a
lasting peace? Which presiden
tial candidate understands the
foreign policy I want for the
Middle East and deserves my
vote?
3. What are the options if Is
rael and Palestine do not con
clude a Peace Agreement right
now? What will happen to that
region?
4. Is it realistic for the US to
expect fighting to stop even if a
treaty issigned and accepted by
all governments? Will a treaty
be a lasting one?
5. Who else is contributing to
the violence in this region?
What states, institutions, indi
viduals or terrorist organiza
tions are contributing financial
support and military/guerilla
training to Palestinians and Is
raelis?
6. Are there any effective or
ganizations in Israel and Pales
tine that are working towards
peace? How can I support their
efforts? What can American in
stitutions and individuals do to
promote peaceful coexistence in
Israel and the Palestinian terri
tories?
If you have an opinion, voice
it. Vote for policies that will en
able a lasting peace to develop
in the Middle East. Be careful
not to read just one perspective
or look only abimages.

We know you disagree with Thank you for
keeping us clean
us, we've overheard you
The library responds to the new
feature, "What's up with
campus. Don't just Opinion
that?" from the Sept. 28 issue.
be a whiner, be productive!
Send your comments,
constructive and even
nonconstructive criticism to
the Opinion Editor's box on
the third floor of Hand Hall.
Dear Editor,

As the evening coordinator
for the University Library, I
wish to thank all Pacific stu
dents for helping us in our en
deavor to keep the library
clean and pest-free.
I am the supervisor who
must go around and "caution"
students to put their edibles
away. So far this year, I have
seen no one flagrantly ignor
ing our request to please eat
outside' the library.
We hope to provide a clean,
well-lighted place for study
ing. We are daily cleaning ta
bles and study carrels and are
attempting to make the library

comfortable and clean, so that
no one sits down to a mess, a
sticky table, or an ant patrol.
We all enjoyed your photo
and interesting comment on
Page 6 of your Sept. 28 issue. I
am amused to see it is a photo
of the late John L. Lewis, head
of the United Mine Workers.
Were he to come in, dead or
alive, I would let him eat wher
ever he wished! S
Thanks again to our stu
dents and library patrons,
Sincerely,
Mary Jo Gohlke
Evening Coordinator
University Library
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Debate proves to be a snooze
says the same thing. Every ba
sic network in the nation cov
ered this debate, only to hear
There's no escaping the up both agree on issues, but dis
coming election. No matter agree on how they'd like to get
All
where you look, or don't look, these things done.
the familiar term "Campaign throughout the debate, Gore
2000" appears on television, in pulled numbers off the top of
newspapers, magazines and his head like a giant adding
even in conversations. No one machine to find faults with
really cares if you hate politics, every proposal that Bush pre
yet you're still forced to watch sented.
two men with their lackey
Bush's proposed way of
running mates attack each oth dealing with tax cuts, Gore
er on who's the better man to said, would only benefit one
lead the country.
percent of the people. The
These two men squared off Food and Drug Administra
in a debate of issues, one Re tion (FDA), he said again, took
publican and the other Demo 12 years to determine that the
crat. It was one and a half abortion pill, RU486, was
hours of fun-filled redundant medically safe. Bush's policy
promises that induced a nar on affordable medical pre
coleptic state whenever they scriptions, as Gore once again
opened their mouths (at least said, would take four to five
that's what the commentator years for seniors to be able to
said after the debate).
reap the benefits. The list of
Vice President A1 Gore and numbers went on.
Gov. George Bush of Texas
One other thing that was
wasted a prime time slot to ar said during the debate was
gue with each other about that Gore would like to see ed
how the nation needs better ucation improved, especially
Social Security and affordable that college tuition should be
prescriptions for senior citi tax deductible up to $10,000 a
zens. We also can't forget year. Of course education
about the great public school should be looked at! It's great
system of ours, with the over that Gore wants to create re
crowded classrooms and not forms in the school system,
enough teachers, educated or but Bush also wants to do
otherwise. On Tuesday, Octo something about education.
ber 3, the presidential debates
No metaphors or analogies
kicked off into full swing. This could keep viewers from
was the first of several debates changing the channels rest
still to come. Quick re-hash of lessly in search of their fa
the debates: Gore says he's for vorite "Jeopardy" or "Enter
reform in Social Security, tainment Tonight" shows that
Medicare, education and low were cancelled due to the tele
ering natural oil prices. Bush vising of the debate.
MICHELLE-ELIZABETH VALLE

Staff Writer

Whatever happened to
Ralph
Nader
or
Pat
Buchanan? They're both run
ning for presidency as well,
but they don't get to partici
pate in the current debates.
And why not? Their views are
just as important and probably
more interesting than what
both Bush and Gore have to
say.
Bill Maher had some wis
dom to share when he came to
UOP on Saturday, Sept. 30.
He said that Bush and Gore
both set their agendas on the
same issues, and agree for the
most part with each other.
They ignore other important
topics such as how to handle
illegal drugs, or general envi
ronmental issues, thus ignor
ing what's important to the
public right now.
Maybe if Nader was able to
participate in future debates,
an hour and a half would go
by so quickly that we would
n't mind missing "Jeopardy"
or "Wheel of Fortune". He'd
be able to address current
problems more efficiently that
either the Democratic or Re
publican candidates, if only he
were allowed to debate.
In the end, Gore refused to
stoop to Bush's level of attack
ing the opponent and stressed
that they should both just at
tack the issues at hand. Now if
only both took classes in learn
ing how to persuade the rest of
the American public that each
of them is suitable for running
the country, maybe more peo
ple would vote this upcoming
election.

Pope says: Thou shalt not kill'
Dear Editor:

"You shall not kill." The
Catholic Church rightly at
Albert Gore, Democratic taches the penalty of excom
candidate for POTUS, Presi munication to all accomplices
dent of the United States, has of abortion which obviously
boldly and "proudly" de must include Christian proclared himself pro-abortion. abortion voters and politi
This Roman Catholic- a for cians, i.e. Albert Gore.
mer seminarian and continu
Long ago, Pope John Paul 11
ing student of moral law, as in union with the bishops of
serts that those Christians, the world should have canonCatholics in particular, who ically declared the excommu
vote for pro-abortion politi nication of every advocate of
cians ccrpimit mortal sin be abortion. The "binding" by
cause they are direct accom excommunication of the dia
plices to a moral crime which bolical proponents of prethe holy Catholic faith teaches born infanticide would have
is the deliberate murder of the sent a strong message con
unborn, soul filled human cerning the sacredness of life.
child. Abortion is a grievous The Holocaust of the unborn
violation of the sacred and in would have been 'aborted' if
fallible Fifth Commandment: the remedy of excommunica

tion had been employed.
Albert Gore says that he
lives by the spiritual counsel:
"What would Jesus do?" Jesus
would never condone the as
sassination of the unborn
child... never.
Sincerely,
Joseph E. Valley

THE Pacific^
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have been a governor first,
including Gore's ovv ri
claim-to-fame, Bill Clint1
Arguably, a governor
even more experience
a puppet position like vie
president.
Although Bush shou
not have hit Gore bel
the belt with his refere
to Clinton's decision to
it on in the Oval Office
stead of the no-tell mot
Gore is not personally
sponsible for Clinton's la<
of discretion, and it W
imprudent of Bush to t>
Clinton's and Gore's
spective moral charact"
In fact, Bush seemed p
desperate that he w
ready to defer to the m
obvious generalizatio
the whole campaign.
Gore recognized Bus
mistake, and milked it.
didn't just avoid persoi
attacks, he deliberately
nounced that he was go
to avoid them. This do
n't count as integrity,
cause he was only avoi
ing
making
atta
because he knows the p
ulace is tired of heari
them.
Otherwise
wouldn't have needed
remind us that he was
ing noble.
1
This just doesn't lo
like it's going to be an el
tion about the issues. The
issues are as muddled as
Gore's "fuzzy math." l_Jraless they can sort every
thing out we're going to t>e
tempted to remain jadec
and disenfranchised, and
stay home on voting day.

Continued from page 5
noxiously loud sighs were
audible even while the cam
era wasn't on him.
The so-called "liberal me
dia" and those in the democ
rat camp snapped back with
their outrage at Bush's horrendously offensive sniffing.
Touche! Or maybe he has
this cold that's been going
around.
At the necessity of making
a choice, Gore was the most
evil of the proverbial "two
evils." If anything, we
should be concerned about
his boldfaced lies. He lied
about going to Texas with
James Lee Witt during the
Del Rio County fires; he didn't go. He lied about that
girl Kailey in a Florida
school that doesn't have a
seat to sit in so they make
her stand; she only had to
stand the first day. He lied
about his tax cuts, his pre
scription drug plans, and his
social
security
plans.
Shouldn't we be concerned
about electing another liar to
the highest position of au
thority in the country?
Should we tell our children
that it's okay to lie if it helps
you get elected?
One of Gore's most no
ticeable truth-challenged
statements was that he had
never questioned Bush's ex
perience. He did do just
that, in an interview last
spring with the New York
Times. Why is Bush's expe
rience even in question? A
lot of America's presidents

—
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Band Review

Waterneck on top with punk and rock mix
MICHELLE-ELIZABETH VALLE

Staff Writer

A loud rock style unique in
their own right, Waterneck en
thralls audiences all over
Northern California. Seasoned
as performers Waterneck is a
growing hit among the Stock
ton community playing local
spots such as Java Aroma, Flynn's, Valley Brewery and The
Bull and Bear. The lead singer,
Bryan Vargem captivates every
audience member with his
smooth vocal performance and
the band's Creed-like sound. I
had the opportunity to sit
down and talk to him to find
out a little history of this up
and coming band.
The five member band
based here in Stockton recently
won first at Rock the Casa Bat
tle of the Bands, held by Kappa
Alpha Theta three Saturdays
ago. Since then, the band has
played over four times a week
to enthusiastic audiences in the
San Joaquin area and the Bay
Area. They also have quite a

few promis
ing
future
gigs in Los
Angeles and
San Diego.
Waterneck
consists
of
band mem
bers: Jason
Stewart on
bass,
Matt
Ganseneder
drums,
on
Bryan
Vargem, vo
cals, and Mike
Austin and
Hawk, both
on guitar. The
band formed
in 1996 by
former Navy
men, Austin
and Hawk. It L-R: Jason Stewart, Matt Ganseneder, Brian Vargem, Hawk and Mike Austin
was originally
called Third Rail, but the mem mid-June of 1999, when the one day and found out that
bers had to change it when previous lead singer moved one of the car parts was a wa
they found out that the name away. The origins of the name terneck," said Vargem. "That's
was already in use by an East "Waterneck" arose when where Waterneck came from.
Coast band.
Hawk was fixing a Camero. Everyone just liked it."
Vargem joined the team in "Hawk was working on a car
See Waterneck, page 11

Series Review

Asian film series highlights new course
MIKE DELORENZO

Staff Writer

China, Hong Kong, Taiwan,
and Japan, when one thinks of
these countries, cinema is

probably not one of the first
things that comes to their
mind.
While cinema is not an in
digenous form of entertain
ment in Asian countries, it has

The Asian film series and class promises to open your eyes.

become a powerful medium
for social and cultural repre
sentation.
Originally introduced to
different Asian countries by
Lumiere Brothers Cinematog
raphy more than a century
ago, Asian cinema has made a
global impact.
It has earned great recogni
tion in film festivals world
wide and tantalized and capti
vated audiences, scholars and
critics. Their influence on
Hollywood has led them to
gain national recognition here
in the states.
Quentin Tarantino's Rolling
Thunder Pictures has played a
pivotal role in bringing prod
uct and talent from the East
into the states.
Now more than ever it has
become more available to
westerners, with directors
such as John Woo who have
taken the mainstream route

thru Hollywood and paved
the way for other forms of
Asian Cinema.
The Pacific Humanities
Center, the Department of
Film Studies and the Depart
ment of Modern Language
and Literature here at Pacific
are presenting an Asian Film
Series here on campus this
month. The series consists of
three different films.
The first film is the Tai
wanese film, "Eat Drink Man
Woman" on Tuesday Oct. 17.
This film will be followed by
the "Japanese Tampopo" on
Tuesday Oct. 24 and the last in
the film series is the Viet
namese film "Scent of the
Green Papaya" which can be
seen on Thursday Oct. 26.
The films in the series were
chosen to represent the artistic
variety in Asian cinema. Pa
cific assistant professor Jie Lu,
See Cinemas, page 12

Top Ten
Top Ten Signs School
Spirit is Dead at UOP
10. You can't
remember the name of the
school mascot, but can easily
name all three
Budweiser Frogs and the two
Iguanas
9. "Kandi-Man??? Wasn't
that a movie or
something?"
8. Hardcore fans with
letters painted on their
chests at games can only
spell out, "CTCRS"
7. Midnight Mania switched
to 7 pm
Mania in order for
students to still have time to
go out later
6. More fans
attending indoor
soccer games between
rival fraternities than any
other event on campus
5. Saturday
afternoons are spent
experiencing the thrill and
tradition of
college football...on
television
4. Free admission to
sporting events, still "a
little too expensive" for most
students
3. ESPN and Fox Sports
create computerenhanced crowds
whenever televising games
at UOP
2. UOP Basketball stars just
not "scoring" as much as
they used to
1. The last school event most
students attended:
Orientation

Compiled by
Brad Franca
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tfaurant Review

lob's at the Marina offers good All-American food
CHELLE-ELIZABETH VALLE
iff Writer

Kation: 6639
nbarcadero
ours: 7 a.m. to 8 p.m.
lily.

lone Number:
39)957-3279
lyment: cash or credit
rd; take-out or dine-in

nagine huge succulent
iburger meat on a huge
h bun topped with the best
lity mayo and fresh lettuce
tomatoes. Add a bottomsoda and a great helping of
and you've got a meal that
• Bob's at the Marina could
e." Eat your lunch inside
freshly painted blue and
te restaurant or outside
rlooking a part of Stocks marina. Watch beautiful
its go by as you wait eagerir sunset.
ie restaurant Bob's at the
ina offers not only huge
ions of lunch, but hearty
ions of breakfast as well,
place is popular among
kton residents and is locatext to The Garlic Brother's
aurant at the end of Ben
in Holt Drive and Embar
go west of 1-5. The restauis family-owned and
ated by Robert Pierce
)b's offers great breakfast
lunch/dinner items for

itemeck

tinued from page 10

nee Vargem joined the
1, things have really taken
for the band members,
're playing all over right
We worked for about
t months when I joined the
1," he said.
We had to make demos
write songs. You know,
e we used some of [the
i's] older songs. We still
orm them live once in a
e, but a lot of the newer
came with me, because I
ed to write the lyrics."
lining Vargem as their
singer paid off. They are
isored by mp3.com, who
s them banners and gives
plenty of publicity. Their
ic can also be found on
web site as well as the Ta
xations' KWOD and 98.1

reasonably low prices. The
restaurant is a great place to go
to meet up with friends or just
to hang out. It's located a few
steps away from the water and
other buildings obstruct the
beautiful view of the Delta wa
ter, but a person can see much
marina activity on the deck just
outside of the restaurant.
This place is ideal for any
college student's budget and
meals usually run under $6.00.
The most common meal or
dered here is Bob's Giant Ham
burger combo that costs $5.50.
Included are fries and a soda.
The hamburger is lathered
with mayonnaise, three slices
of tomato and a large piece of
lettuce. People with small
mouths are forewarned it can
get messy. Cheese lovers can
add $0.40 to the hamburger
combo.
For those who like to rise
early in the morning, the
restaurant offers great tradi
tional breakfasts. Breakfast is
from 7 a.m. to11 a.m. on week
days and 7 a.m. to 1 p.m. on
weekends. There are 11 items
on the breakfast menu includ
ing basic hot cakes, breakfast
burritos and steak and eggs.
The general price range for
breakfast is from $2.95 for four
large slices of sourdough
French toast, to$5.75 for a large
helping of steak and eggs
(which also comes with
browned potatoes).
Breakfast items may be lim
ited in number, but are worth it
with the unique style of cook

ing. Everything is freshly
cooked, from the slicing of
tomatoes to the making of the
big breakfast burrito.
A breakfast favorite at Bob's
is the breakfast burrito. Far
from being a dinky pre-made
concoction as found at McDon
ald's, the burrito at Bob's con
tains far more ingredients. Ac
cording to the take-out menu,
the breakfast burrito contains,
"eggs, sausage, bell pepper,
onions & lotsa jack cheese
wrapped in a giant flour tor
tilla topped with homemade
salsa." It is also served with a
large helping of potatoes. This
item is the second most-expen
sive thing on the menu, which
costs $5.25.
For students who would like
to get something on the go, a
great item would be the break
fast sandwich, which costs
$3.25. The sandwich contains
one egg, two pieces of bacon
with mayo, lettuce and tomato,
all on sour dough bread. Of
course, if you don't like mayo
in the morning, you can always
request the sandwich without
it.
The lunch menu contains
items such as hamburgers, sal
ads and chili. The hamburger
section contains the general
types of hamburgers; from gi
ant cheeseburgers ($4.25 alone
or $5.90 as a meal) to turkey
burgers ($4.50 alone). Bob's re
fuses to exclude vegetarian?
and offers the garden burger at
$4.50. All of these burgers are
excellent and made fresh.

web sites.
Currently the band is not
signed with any record label,
small or large. Many small la
bels have approached the
members, but they refuse to
think small. Vargem said, "We
all want to make a living out of
this. If you take on a smaller la
bel, sometimes what they'll do
is sell you to a bigger label any
way. So you really don't get
anything during that time
you're with them, but you've
got to obey all their rules like
go on tours in little vans and
eat Top Ramen. We kind of
want to wait and see if we get
some other offers."
He goes on to give an exam
ple of what the now famous
band Green Day did when
they signed on with Lookout
Records, and then signed with
a larger label.
Waterneck recently released

a CD this past May. Since then,
their public image has been
greatly recognized by many or
ganizations all over Stockton.
Because of their notoriety, the
band members have been busy
planning and booking gigs as
well as keeping a steady day
job.
Regardless, the band is
pushing themselves to higher
goals and is in the process of
planning another CD. It will
be longer than the current selftitled CD which only holds five
tracks.
The band's web site,
www.waterneck.com, offers
much information about the
band members, their merchan
dise and a link to their sponsor
mp3.com for those who'd like
to hear what the current CD
sounds like and also to pur
chase it. The CD costs $6.
Waterneck is a band full of
V

(

Bob's at the Marina has a variety of yummy and delicious foods.
The chili section offers excel
lent homemade chili lathered
on hamburgers, hot dogs,
omelets, or alone. I highly rec
ommend ordering the chili
cheese fries instead of the side
of regular fries when ordering
your meal. The chili cheese
fries cost $2.95 and can also be
considered a meal of its own.
Overall, the service was
great. Although the seating
area is small and can get
cramped during lunch and ear
ly breakfast, service is quick.
The workers bring the food to
customers unless it gets busy.
I recommend sitting outside
when the weather is nice and
warm. Bad moods disappear
when sitting outside. During
the winter, outside heaters are
close band members. Their
band is a type of family who
produces amazing music.
They encourage everyone to
find their music and support
them by downloading and
buying the CD.
If you would like to have
them play for an event, you can
e-mail them at waterneck@yahoo.com or visit their web site.
You can also contact Brian
Vargem for booking informa
tion by calling (209) 915-8880
or by fax (209) 941-9300.

brought out for those who
brave the harsh winter air. Sit
ting inside is just as fun. An
old fashioned stove/fireplace
is situated in the corner. The
restaurant has a 1950's type of
look.
I give Bob's at the Marina a
rating of three and a half out of
five for service and the amount
of items on the menu.

igi^ture Theaters
HOLIDAY CINEMA 8
6252 WEST LANE STOCKTON - 555-568C
ALL LUCASFILM TKX CERTIFIES AUDITORIUMS
r

I

MEET THE PARENTS (PG130

~

DAILY (230230,4-35.5:05) 735,7359:40.10:10
EARLY SHOW FRi-SUN (1130.1230)

I GET CARTER (R) -NOPASSES*
|
PALY, (2:40,5:10) 7:45,10:05EARLY SHOW FRLSUM(1210)
I REMBEMBER THE TITANS (PG13) •»*
I DAILY; (2 15245,4:45.5:15) 725.730,10:00.1020
I EARLY SHOWFRI-SUN <11:10)

I THE EXORCIST (R)
I DAILY: <130.4:40) 7:30,10:15EARLY SHOWFRI-SUN (11 05)

ALMOST FAMOUS <R)

| DALY <1:45.430) 7:10, 955EARLY SHOWFRI-SUN (11:10)

URBAN LEGENDS: THE FINAL CUT (R)
k DALY; (155 420) 7:15.9:45EARLY SHOW FRLSUN (1125)

REGENCY CINEMAS 4
9 ETNA LANE STOCKTON - 957-8526

DIGIMON:THE MOVIE (PG)
DALY (320525)7:30,935EARLYSHOW FRI-SUN (11:10)|

BAIT (R)
DAILY <150) 715

SCARY MOVIE (R)
DALY (2505:10) 72S,9:40 EARLY SHOWFRI-SUN (12:30)

| ORIGINAL KINGS OF COMEDY(R)
| DALY (4 40) 935EARLY SHOW FRLSLIW (11 15)

SPACE COWBOYS (PG13)
DALY: <1 45.430) 710.930 EARLY SHOW(1130)

FESTIVAL CINEMAS 4
6436 PACIFIC AVE. STOCKTON 951-2

To win the Waterneck
CD, send a photo of
the week into The
Pacifican or drop it in
the A&EE Editor's box
with your name and a
phone number.

r

WHAT UES BENEATH (R)
DALY (4,00) 7:00 9:50 EARLY SHOW FRI-SUN (1 0D)

I NURSE BETTY (R)
DAILY (240,5:10) 7 00, 950EARLY SHOW FRI-SUN (1210)

|THE WATCHER (R)
" DALY (250.) 725

BRING IT ON (PG13)
j DALY (220,4:40) 7:10, 940 EARLY SHOW FR^SUN (1230)

THE CELL (R)
DALY (530) 9:45 EARLYSHOW SAT &SUM <1230)

$4 50. DAIL:' BARGAIN MATINEES BEFORE 6PM
Showtimes good for Friday 9715 : Thursday 9/21
For on screen advertising information sal11 -800-411-A234

cr

F a I I 2 0 0 0
List your event in The Pocifican's calendar FREE. Call Khaleda at 946-2115 and leave details of your eve"

Fall Film Series 2000
October 27-29

"Evil Dead Trilogy"
October 31

Halloween
Costume Party Surprise
November 3-5

"Lady from Shanghai"
November 10-12

"Sanjuro"
November 17-19

"Reservoir Dogs"
December 1-3

"The Trial"
December 8-10

"Yojimbo"
Classifieds

Cinemas

Continued from page 10
coordinator of the series says
she hopes the films will "mes
merize and enrich us with the
cinematic forms and moving
images that represent and nar
rate the particularity and uni
versality of cultures and soci
eties of our neighboring
nations."
The series is a wonderful
collection of diverse and influ
ential films that raise an inter
est in cultural film awareness.
The Asian Film Series is
also a preview of sorts for a
dynamic new class being of
fered in Spring 2001.
The Department of Film
Studies and the Department
of Modern Languages and Lit
erature are offering the Asian

GET THE HELL OUT OF
HERE! Mexico, the

Caribbean, or Jamaica $250
round trip. Hawaii $119 one
way. Other worldwide des
tinations cheap. Book tick
ets on-line www.airtech.com
or (800) 575-TECH.
Artists wanted

for the mural in the UC's.
This is a paid position.
Contact Bobby MaGee at
547-1184.

UOP Sports
October 14

Women's Swimming
Pacific Invitational
Kjeldsen Pool
9 a.m.
October 14

Men's Tennis
Stockcoverage.com
Invitational
Cinemas course.
Lu, is the creator of the
class, which will meet the gen
eral education requirement for
aHC.
Lu says of the class, "Asian
Cinema is an important medi
um through which people
from various Asian countries
have expressed their thoughts,
feelings, impressions, and
opinions on the diverse as
pects of their histories, soci
eties and cultures."
The class will focus on con
temporary films from China,
Hong Kong, Taiwan, Japan,
South and North Koreas, Viet
nam and India, and how they
represent their heritage, reimagine their identities and
negotiate their modernity.
Great films such as Woo's,
"A Better Tomorrow" and

Nelson Tennis Center
All day
October 14

"School for Scandal"
Long Theatre
8 p.m.

November 10

October 22

Field Hockey
UOP vs.Saint Louis
Brookside Field
1 p.m.

The Everly Brothers,
7:30 p.m.
Fox Theatre

October 19

October 27-29

Women's Volleyball
UOP vs. UCSanta Barbara
Spanos Center
7 p.m.
Entertainment in the Area

October 12

"The Secret Garden"
Hutchins Street
Square Performing Arts
Main Theatre, 8 p.m.,
$15.00 general admission
$12.00 for students and
Seniors. (209) 339-8119.
October 28

Eberhardt School of Business
Student Association
Annual Fall BBQ
12 a.m.-1 p.m.
Knoles Lawn
Prizes

California Shakespeare
Festival's Annual Costume
and Garage Sale
Berkeley
9 a.m.-3 p.m.

October 20,21,27 and 28

Raphael and His Circle:

Trang Anh Hung's "Cyclo"
among others will be analyzed
to discover their cultural and
social relations and traditions.
Lu, an excellent teacher of
Chinese history, who gave an
outstanding lecture on the his
tory of Chinese immigration
last Thursday at the Faculty
Forum, is more than qualified
to teach this course.
Anyone interested in learn
ing more about Asian Cinema
and or culture or traditions
should enroll in the course.
This class can help out in a
couple of different areas by
satisfying a G.E. requirement
as well as those of a minor and
major in Film Studies, Chinese
and Japanese.
Sure to be an exhilarating
course, Asian Cinemas will
likely be the one course that

Are you looking for a job? If so,
The Pacifican is looking for you.
Positions available including Ad
Representatives and Production
Assistants. If you are interested,
come up to the office
located on the third floor of Hand
Hall o r call 946-2113.

Drawings from VVLndsc
Castle
J. Paul Getty Museum

October 31

challenges you to alter your
perspectives of how you view
the cultural significance of
neighboring nations. It will
open your eyes to a different
culture and their way of life.
The Asian film Series starts
on Tuesday, Oct. 17 with "Eat
Drink Man Woman," so don't
miss it or any of the other
films offered in the series.
This is your chance to satis-

"La Cenerentola"
Long Theatre
8 p.m.

lai
Tl

November 17

Jewel, Pieces of You
7:30 p.m.
Fox Theatre
November 11,17, 19

Evita
Nov. 11 &17,8 p.m.
Nov. 19,2 p.m.
Townsend Opera
Reservations call:
(209)572-2867

LC

December 15-17

Nutcracker Ballet
Fri, Dec.15,8 p.m.
Sat-Sun, Dec.16-17: 2 p re
Fox Theatre
an
fy that overwhelming se 8
bewilderment that ove it
you when you see anc
derwhat the words "AJK
and "Cinema" are do
gether.

)C;

46 YEARS of QUALIT
"Manny's

artt 1= *
II:
ON THE MIRACL.E

From the Ranch tai
Gourmet Hamburg!
100% Pacific Coast Ground FresTfse livestock is fed the purest n
without the use of hormones or ;r
Experience the taste'

Breast of Chicken Sand*

• Whole Rotisserie Chicken

w/tens, Rice, Salsa & Tortillas

• Famous Fresh Fish Tocos
• World's First Opler Burrito
• Grilled Garlic Prawns
• Black Beans
• Came Asada (grilled steak)
• Camitas (roast pork)
SxjmuHceTb Taste!
Our limtak Is fed the purest natural feeds.

We use ontjf 100% csnolo oil, net hydrepnoted.
50% fewer in saturated fat than seyhean nil,
I, or olive cl.

»1<

>

41; in;kl

952-6261

4601 Pacific Ave.

(one block south ot March Lane)

Marinated
Carved from the Bom

Rotisserie Chickei
with Fresh Herbs

Barbequed Beef Sand*
from our Wood Burning C

Breast of Turkey Sandv
Rotisserie Roasted

BLT
Hand cut

Apple Smoked E

Always Fresh From the
Fish-N-Chips
Oysters-N-Chips
Fish Sandwich
All served with coU slau

Steamed Artichoke
- Weuseonir 100% Gswn.i
NOT hydrogenated. SO
in Saturated FAT than S.
Oil, Peanut or Olive (

1612 Pacific Ave|

463-641 5

ATM, VISA, Discsner es- A/.,

i

•ClFl!
CTOBER
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Big West Volleyball
Power Rankings

itids

im

Golf
STOCKTON, Calif— The Pacific men's golf team finished
ninth place at the Pacific Invitational at The Reserve at
ianos Park on Oct. 2 and 3.
The Tigers were led by Troy McKinley, who shot a two-unr-par 70 in the second round, finishing tied for 14th with a
ree-round score of 216. The only other Tiger among the top
finishers was Ben Scribner, who finished tied for 31st with a
12.

San DiegoState held off a surging University of Alabamarmingham squad, to win the tournament by five strokes with
earn score of 845 (19 under par). J.R Ruda of California was
individual medalist, shooting three under par rounds to finat 207 (nine under par). Ruda is the second straight Califori golfer to win the tournament, as Han Lee won the 1999 Paic Invitational.
Women's Soccer
SANTA BARBARA, Calif. — Pacific fell to 7-5-1 overall (2-2
Big West Conference action) with a 1-0 loss to UC Santa Barra on Oct. 8.
UC Santa Barbara's Inez Oriol scored the only goal just 13:15
0 the match. The Gauchos defense held the Tigers to only
: 2 p ren shots on goal and allowed two corner kicks throughout
1 match. Sophomore Becky Moffitt (Portland, Ore.) and freshin Misty Preciado (La Verne, Calif.) led Pacific with two shots
goal. Goalkeeper Megan Pickering (Portland, Ore.) made
g
verc it saves on 12 shots.
inc
Field Hockey
•> " AA KINGSTON, R.I., — Rhode Island freshman Desire Miller
ioii lied a hat-trick as Rhode Island picked up a 4-0 victory
linst Pacific in a non-conference match up at the URI Field
>ckey Complex on Saturday afternoon. The win snapped a
ren-game losing streak for the Rams. Pacific fell to 0-8 with
LIT loss.
It was the second loss in as many days for the Tigers, who
ened their four-game road trip with a 2-0 loss to Maine FriY night at Worcester, Mass.
iturday Rhode Island opened the scoring with 6:00 remainin the first half when junior Marcie Bourski collected a loose
in front of the net and put it away for a 1-0 lead. With just
remaining in the first half, Miller scored on a break away
gave the Rams a 2-0 halftime lead. Miller notched her secgoal at the 29:59 mark of the second half on a rebound for a
lead. Miller completed her bid for a hat-trick when she put
tnd< 1 Pass fr°m senior Kelley Barnowski at the 21:46 mark.

Pacific Athletic
Schedule

sd &
the

akef

Page 13

aturday 10/14/00
Women's
wimming at
acific Invitational
jeldsen Pool,
a.m.

Saturday 10/14/00
Field Hockey vs.
Saint Louis
Brookside Field,
1 p.m.

aturday 10/14/00
en's Tennis at
tockcoverage.
m Invitational
elson Tennis
enter, day

Thursday 10/19/00
Women's Volleyball
vs. UC Santa
Barbara
Spanos Center,
7 p.m.

(points derived from team statistical
rankings, numbers of categories led
in
parenthesis)
•

1. Pacific 58 (3)
2. Utah State 45 (1)
3. UC Santa Barbara 39
4. Long Beach State 36 (1)

5. Fullerton State 32 (!)
6. Cal Poly 31(1)
7. Idaho 30
8. UC Irvine 27
9. Boise State 17
(total points possible = 63)

Sideline

Continued from page 16
tional. Aside from being a great
chance to go catch your favorite
mermaids and men in action,
the swim meet will be the ideal
setting to test my theory of
Chlorination Causation. The
theory goes like this: Swimmer
minds are effected in strange
ways by the chemicals Chlo
rine or Bromine, commonly

Volleyball

Continued from page 16
15-11.
Not only was game two more of the
same, but to the millionth degree.
This pivotal, and ultimately decisive,
game two was a marathon, a 20 inning
ballgame. It was one which saw a total of
69 sideouts (there were just 55 in the entire
Boise State match), with 16 of them com
ing with the game all square at 15-15.
And then the Tigers got mad.
Senior DanielleShinn and soph Elaine
Goeders combined tostuff an Aggie attack
to put Pacific up16-14. The very next play
was a monstrous kill by junior Courtney
Miller off a Kara Gormsen feed that would
be the final dagger in Utah State's heart.
Up two games to love, the .Tigers
stormed out for game three taking it 15-4,
and scoring all of their points in three fast
scoring runs (of five, four, and six), using
the momentum from game two to finally
slam the door shut.
Pacing a quartet of Tigers with doubledigit kills was Miller who broke off a ca
reer-high 18, followed close behind by
Joines with 16, Shinn with 13, and Goeders
with a dozen. Also of note was the six kill,
12 dig, two ace performance turned in by
Jamie Hamm.
"With a defense and setter like Kara
(Gormsen) it's hard not to be good," said a
modest Joines. She's right by the way.
Up this week for Pacific is a light week,
consisting of a single game, though one on
the road at Big West foe Idaho.

used to clean : pool water. In
stead of mutating into mad sci
entists or bionic-fly people, the
chemicals make swimmers into
an incredibly happy lot with
crazy hair. Just look at the
Olympic data; the Australian's
with their air guitars and the
American's with their general
mayhem. If you ask me, if s the
chlorine.
(yeah, so I wrote about that
before. Give me a break. I have

a cold)
Calling all Lady-Lovers
Have a favorite female ath
lete at UOP? Think that a for
mer woman tiger deserves
recognition? Tell us your story
for a feature celebrating 30
years of Pacific Women's Ath
letics. E-mail your suggestions
to
e_davidson@uop.edu,
please include your name and
the years that your favorite
fem-fetale played at UOP.

COLLIVER 2000 LECTURES
OCTOBER 23, 2000
The University of the Pacific Religious Studies Department
proudly presents:

Dee E. Andrews,
Professor of History, CSU - Hayward
Monday, October 23
I r^3:00pm Reading, coffee and conversation;
JfColliver Hall room 101. Reading from her book
jSfollowed by open conversation

j|7:00pm

Morris Chapel, Dr. Dee E. Andrews:
" |"Nation vs. Culture: Methodism and National
Identity in Revolutionary America"
Respondant: Dr. Lawrence Meredith, Professor
Emeritus, Department of Religious Studies, UOP

SPORTS
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Freshman making an impact
Central Coast Section title ever weeks contest agains:
as a senior at Presentation HS State Pacific faced eight:
in Milpitas, California. The points in game two, b
Reaching the NCAA finals team also won a Division 3 ti Tigers remained calm a?
last year was big for Pacific's tle in1998 when Jennifer was a lied to win the game
Women Volleyball team. How junior. Individually Joines "We just try to smile an:
high will UOP soar this year won countless MVP awards fun," Joines said afte
you ask? 6 feet 3 inches to be and was recognized by Volley game, "it keeps us loos
exact. The reason being is their ball Magazine's in 1999 as a when the game is close.
6'3" freshman middle blocker Fab 50 Senior. Ironically her
It is obvious that Joint
Jennifer Joines has been doing coach at Presentation, Jim Reil- itive attitude has affect
it all this season for the Tigers. ly, also coached former Pacific way the Tigers have bee:
Second on the team in kills be star Elsa Stegemann at Harbor ing as of late. "Jennifer h
hind Senior Danielle Shinn high school in Santa Cruz, Cal a very positive impact
and first in blocks Joines has ifornia.
team," head coach Johr
been making it look easy send
All of these accomplish ning said, "Not only
ing balls back into apponents ments made Jennifer a top re very tall, but she is also
faces at a record pace.
cruit however making the talented athlete." Like a
However, making it look
athletes though Joine
easy and it actually being are
"Jennifer has had a room for improveme
two completely different
only for herself but ft
things. "It has been a tough very positive impact team as well. "We are a
week with mentor papers
on our team/' head team with five fresh
due," Joines said, "Sleep has
said, "We are all
coach John Dunning Joines
been hard to come by." As with
ing hard to improve ou
all collegiate athletes Joines is
said, "Not only is
all game." The freshma
facing the difficulty of balanc
include Molly
Mo:
she very tall, but
ing sport and school, "It has
(Stockton, CA), Jaima (
she is also a very
been a difficult balance,"
(Santa Barbara, CA)
Joines added, "I have to give
talented athlete." Lauren Smith (St. Josepr
up things normal freshman
and Misty Swails (Ripo:
wouldn't have to."
have adjusted quickly
Unfortunately for Big West choice to come to Pacific was faster pace of division
apponents whatever Joines is an easy one for Joines. "Love leyball. "I didn't expect:
doing seems to be working. In Pacific, I wanted to come here as much as I have bee
conference play alone Joines for the longest time," Joines knew I would have to s:
has averaged 4.15 kills per said, "I knew for sure that this my game tremendou:
game and has a hitting per was the place for me when I play at this level." Joine
centage of .414. Joines most came to a volleyball camp here
Lack of experience
impressive stat may be her at Pacific my junior year in the young Tigers cont::
blocks per game average, high school." Luckily for the play heads and sho,
which leads the Big West con Tigers Joines' enthusiasm has above the rest of the cor
ference at 1.69.
carried over to the court as tion, and by the looks or
Although leading the way is well. Even with the game on the Tigers will contir
nothing new to Joines, who led the line Joines can be seen with stand tall over the o
her high school team to its first a smile on her face. In last for many years to co
COLIN TEDARDS
Staff Writer

Jennifer Joines was named the
Big West Conference Player of the
week on October 9. She is the
first UOP player to receive the
honor this year. She is also the
first Pacific freshman to receive
Conference Player of the Week
honors since Olympian Elaina
Oden in 1985.

...
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Winning weekend for Pacific men's water polo
RYAN TEDARDS
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Staff Writer

Pacific's men's water polo
team need only look toward
Mother Nature to get back to
their winning ways.
The ninth-ranked Tigers (58,2-4 Mountain Pacific Sports
Federation) went to Stanford
and shot down the fourthranked Cardinal's 8-7. They
then returned home to sunny
Stockton and chopped up the
19th ranked UC Davis Aggies
9-7 at Chris Kjeldsen Pool.
"I guess you could call this
a winning streak." Freshman
Corey Luigard said.
Considering how this sea
son has gone for the Tigers, a
two game winning streak,
against two highly ranked
teams is no walk in the park.
Chris Nowak and Danny
Johnson led the way for Pacif
ic with two goals each against
the Cardinal, and goalkeeper
Ryan Brown stopped eight
shots.
Peter Hundnut and Jeff
Guyman each scored twice
for the Cardinal. Stanford
goalie Nick Ellis was only
able to stop four Tiger shots
which was key in Pacific's
victory.
"Going there and beating
Stanford in their new swim
ming complex is huge."
Added Luigard.

The Tigers proved that win
was no fluke thanks to three
goals by senior Sergey
Bushuev against the Aggies.
Fellow senior Chris Spencer
tossed in two goals himself,
and goalie Ryan Brown
stopped six Aggie attempts.
Pacific's four goals in the
third period made the score 92, basically finishing off the
Aggies.
Davis was led by John Hall
who threw in three goals, two
of which came late in the 4th
quarter to make the match
closer then the score suggests.
Pacific got off 22 shots, 13 of
which were stopped by Aggie
goalie Travis Engelman.
Pacific is next in action at
USC and UC Irvine this
weekend.

Love the Ladies?
The Pacifican is working
on a feature story
celebrating 30 years of
Women's Athletics at
Pacific. Please share
your memories and
stories of the greatest
female athletes at U0P
by e-mailing them
to us at
e_davidson@uop.edu.

Above: Eddie Wisniewski winds lip to pass
to a Tiger teammate during Sunday's game
against UC Davis.

Left: Junior goalkeeper Chris Spencer com
bined with Senior goalie Ryan Brown to
hold Stanford and Davis to seven points
each against the Tigers. Together the goal
keepers combined for 14 saves last weekend.
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Pacific Campus
Recreation

WIN ATRIP

As of 10/09/00, the current standings
for Indoor soccer areas follows:
European 69er are now in first place
for Men's AA and in Co Rec. B, sure
shot holds the first place position. In
flag football, the Farley guys are now
in the lead for the Men's B team.
If any Students are interested in
participating in Homecoming hoops
and 6 vs. 6 volleyball, entries must be
submitted by October 16.
Pacific Rec will also be sponsoring a
climbing wall on October 20 from
11pm to 3pm, at which time there will
be giving away free prizes.
All events are free to students. Come by
the Intramural office in the main Cym
or call us at 946-2758.

This year the cast of MTV's
The Real World' went to Africa

FOR TWO TO

AFRICA
Now you can too!

nter for a chance to win at you
ocal Council Travel office or at
counciltravel.com
This trip to Africa is provided by

worldwide vacations
for 10 to35 year okis

virgin
atlantic

o Purchase Necessary. Open to residents of U.S.I
jetween the ages of 18 and 35 as of 9/5/00. Void I
lere prohibited. See agency for Official Rules or gl
o counciltravel.com. Sweepstakes ends 10/15/00.|

counciltravel.com

1-800-2COUNCIL
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Smells Like Teen Spirit
At the women's volleyball
game last Thursday there was a
rowdy crowd in the stands
cheering on the Tigers. Their
chants rose above the crowd,
above the pep band, above the
cheer team mantra: "Point Pa
cific!" Wearing their best or
ange and black, they devoured
nachos and frosty malts and
jumped up onto the seats
whenever a Frisbee looked
ready to fly from Power Cat's
hands. They were having an
excellent time.
Were they UOP students?
Sorority sisters or classmates?
Alumni or faculty? No. They
were members of the freshman
volleyball team from Rancho
Cordova High School. High
school kids that carpooled all
the way from Sacramento in
their parent's mini-vans just to
see Pacific play. One braces and
ponytail clad girl named
Rachelle commented: "We love
UOP! This is a great game. Our
whole team came down to see
the Tigers win."
Now Tigers, I ask you this:
Isn't it a low-down-dirty shame
when your own athletic team
receives more support from a
bunch of fifteen year-olds carpooling from Sacramento than
from its own campus? Isn't is a
sad day when teenagers from
another county outnumber the
fans who live on campus, get in
to the games free and claim to
be friends or even sisters with
the players on the court? Show
some pride Pacific.
Chlorination Causation
Swimming will start this
weekend with Pacific InvitaSee Sideline, page 13

Above: Senior Danielle Shinn
makes contact.
Left: Like a brick wall.
Courtney Miller and Elaine
Goeders form a block with
Kara Gormsen looking on.
Right: Coach John Dunning
has led the Tigers to a 3-1
conference record.

Volleyball wins big in conference play
JOSH MONTERO

Senior Staff Writer

Much like the friend with the
killer job who becomes the one
from which all others borrow
money, the Tigers were gracious
enough to loan out the Big West
lead to Utah State for the first
few weeks of conference play.
Yet as with any loan, it must
someday be repaid, and with the
lease having come due last
weekend, Pacific was intent on
making sure the Aggies made
good on their debt.Standing be
tween Utah State and Pacific
was the Tigers' Thursday night
opponent Boise State. To offer

some perspectiveon the contest, leaving the Broncos all but life
the matchup was something on less after opening the match
par with Ally McBeal playing with a 12-0 run, and 15-2 victo
catcher and trying to stop a ry in game one. Much like writ
thundering Mark McGwire ing the post lab observation, the
from reaching home plate.
remainder of the match was ba
Pacific took apart the Broncos sically academic, with theTigers
like a high school biology class rolling to 15-6,15-4 victories in
would a batch of preserved the final two games to close
frogs. Step one, locate offense, things out in just 48 minutes, al
examine, extract. Helping earn lowing fans on campus enough
her Tigers an 'A' for the exercise time to make it back to their
was freshman Jennifer Joines dorms in time to see who got
whose six blocks anchored a Pa banished on that night's Sur
cific defense that held Boise State vivor rerun.
to a .000 hitting percentage for
Leading the way for Pacific
the match.
was Joines who added a matchStep two, locate heart, exam high 14 kills to her six block per
ine, extract. And so Pacific did, formance.

Having improved to 3-1 ir
conference with the win, Pacir l
had only to beat the visitinsl
Utah State Aggies on Saturda; I
night to reclaim their spot atorl
the Big West.
For much of the early stage-1
of the match, the Aggies wen I
blow for blow with the Tigers I
not about to see themselves dis-l
appear from the top 25 afte l
making their debut last week. t[
game one, neither team coulc
muster a ran of more than three I
points until Pacific managed tcl
get hot at the end to close it ou I
with a 6-0 run, taking the gamJ
See Volleyball, page l l

Pacific water polo
wins at home,
page 14.
' TV?

